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May 20, 2024 Webinar: Science and Advocacy 
ISEE
12:00 PM - 01:00 PM EST
The focus of this webinar is to delve into real experiences of scientists who navigate the
balance between engaging in advocacy campaigns and maintaining credibility in their
roles as scientists.

May 20, 2024
  - August 23, 2024

Skills for Health and Research Professionals (SHARP) Training
See individual event details
Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health - Skills for Health and Research
Professionals (SHARP) Program
Registration is now open for 30 hands-on summer boot camps designed for health and
research professionals from any organization and all career stages! Learn immediate
take-away skills directly from the experts over 1-4 days this summer. Training formats
are either in-person in NYC, livestream, virtual over Zoom, or a hybrid mixture. See
training topics and dates below, and check out the official flyer with all 2024 topics to
share with your colleagues.
 

June 5, 2024
  - June 7, 2024

ISEE Europe Young and Early Career Researchers Conference
Time TBD

This meeting offers an outstanding opportunity for researchers in environmental
epidemiology to exchange ideas, foster scientific collaborations, meet new and old
colleagues from the field, and of course, have a nice time!

June 23, 2024
  - June 26, 2024

ISEE-AWPC & ISES-AC Joint Conference Unveiling the Impacts of Climate Change on Health and Environment
Time TBD

June 24, 2024 Webinar: Better Presentations with Dr. Patricia Hunt
ISEE
12:00 PM - 01:00 PM EST
Slide presentations are common for presenting science, but some researchers find it
difficult to create compelling, easy-to-understand slide decks for non-scientist
audiences. This webinar will offer guidance on best practices for structuring slide
presentations, selecting color schemes and providing messaging advice.
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